THE UNMELTING POT
the preacher's text is large and printed in bold characters
between the rank air of the stockyards and the steely purity
of Lake Michigan. And the sermon ? Let us be clear about
it. This is not a reasoned appraisal (with race-maps and
statistical appendices) of the race-problem in the United
States, To solve that—and it is solved, on an average, four
times a week—would be to write the last word upon the
American past, present, and future; and last words in
history are not written by sensible historians, The golden
rule, as Mr, Chesterton observed in a rare lapse from the
dogmatic, is that there is no golden rule, A wise Emperor
once restrained an impulsive minister with the sage remark,
" En politique il ne faut jamais dire, ' Jamais' " ; and
students of the United States might well observe the caution.
For in America anything may happen. So why speculate
about it ? A cool agnosticism is by far the safer course,
Avoid decided views, and you may be able to face posterity
with a bland " I told you so!" But thought cannot be
altogether silenced by these unheroic counsels. Besides,
it is dull (as well as draughty) to keep an open mind. So
hurried travellers rush in where natives fear to tread; and
a random drive from the Loop to Cicero and back again
may well provoke random reflections. These, then, are
offered with all due reserve; inset, a portrait of Chicago.
That daughter of the West sits, if so stationary a verb is
applicable to her pose, beside her slightly inadequate river
and looks out across fifty miles of lake, while the north wind
comes swooping down from Canada four hundred miles away.
Her poets, as perverse as poets in gentler climates, linger
affectionately on her smoke. They love to grime their
goddess and to put smuts on her nose. So the scared
traveller had half expected some stupendous lake-side

